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Abstra t. Informally, a publi -key steganography proto ol allows two parties, who have never met or
ex hanged a se ret, to send hidden messages over a publi hannel so that an adversary annot even
dete t that these hidden messages are being sent. Unlike previous settings in whi h provable se urity
has been applied to steganography, publi -key steganography is information-theoreti ally impossible.
In this work we introdu e omputational se urity onditions for publi -key steganography similar to
those introdu ed by Hopper, Langford and von Ahn [13℄ for the private-key setting. We also give the
rst proto ols for publi -key steganography and steganographi key ex hange that are provably se ure
under standard ryptographi assumptions. Additionally, in the random ora le model, we present a
proto ol that is se ure against adversaries that have a ess to a de oding ora le (the steganographi
equivalent of CCA-2 adversaries).
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1 Introdu tion
Steganography refers to the problem of sending messages hidden in \inno ent-looking" ommuni ations over a publi hannel, so that an adversary eavesdropping on the hannel annot even
dete t the presen e of the hidden messages. Simmons [23℄ gave the most popular formulation of
the problem: two prisoners, Ali e and Bob, wish to plan an es ape from jail. However, the prison
warden, Ward, an monitor any ommuni ation between Ali e and Bob, and if he dete ts any hint
of \unusual" ommuni ations, he throws them both in solitary on nement. Ali e and Bob must
then transmit their se ret plans so that nothing in their ommuni ation seems \unusual" to Ward.
There have been many proposed solutions to this problem, ranging from rudimentary s hemes
using invisible ink [14℄ to a proto ol whi h is provably se ure assuming that one-way fun tions
exist [13℄. However, the majority of these proto ols have fo used on the ase where Ali e and Bob
share a se ret or private key. If Ali e and Bob were in ar erated before the need for steganography
arose, these proto ols would not help them. In ontrast, publi -key steganography allows parties to
ommuni ate steganographi ally with no prior ex hange of se rets. As with publi -key en ryption,
the sender of a message still needs to know the re ipient's publi key or otherwise parti ipate in
a key ex hange proto ol. While it is true that if there is no global PKI, the use of publi keys
might raise suspi ion, in many ases it is the sender of a message who is interested in on ealing
his ommuni ation and there is no need for him to publish any keys.
In this paper we onsider the notion of publi -key steganography against adversaries that do
not attempt to disrupt the ommuni ation between Ali e and Bob (i.e., the goal of the adversary is
only to dete t whether steganography is being used and not to disrupt the ommuni ation between
the parti ipants). We show that se ure publi -key steganography exists if any of several standard
ryptographi assumptions hold (ea h of these assumptions implies semanti ally se ure publi key ryptography). We also show that se ure steganographi key ex hange is possible under the
Integer De isional DiÆe-Hellman (DDH) assumption. Furthermore, we introdu e a proto ol that is
se ure in the random ora le model against adversaries that have a ess to a de oding ora le (the
steganographi equivalent of CCA-2 adversaries).

Related Work. There has been very little work work on provably se ure steganography (either in
the private or the publi key settings). A riti al rst step in this eld was the introdu tion of an
information-theoreti model for steganography by Ca hin [5℄, and several papers have sin e given

similar models [16, 19, 26℄. Unfortunately, these works are limited in the same way that informationtheoreti ryptography is limited. In parti ular, in any of these frameworks, se ure steganography
between two parties with no shared se ret is impossible. Hopper, Langford, and von Ahn [13℄ have
given a theoreti al framework for steganography based on omputational se urity. Our model will
be substantially similar to theirs, but their work addresses only the shared-key setting, whi h is
already possible information-theoreti ally. Although one of their proto ols an be extended to the
publi -key setting, they do not onsider formal se urity requirements for publi -key steganography,
nor do they onsider the notions of steganographi -key ex hange or adversaries that have a ess to
both en oding and de oding ora les.
Anderson and Petit olas [1℄, and Craver [9℄, have both previously des ribed ideas for publi -key
steganography. This work will di er from theirs in several signi ant ways:
1. [1℄ and [9℄ do not attempt to give rigorous de nitions, and give only heuristi arguments for
the se urity of their onstru tions. In ontrast, we will give rigorous de nitions and proofs of
se urity.
2. [1℄ does not des ribe any me hanism for generating en oded messages, but simply assumes
\the ability to manipulate some bits of the over." Similarly, [9℄ assumes the existen e of a
\supraliminal fun tion" F and the ability to generate an x for whi h F (x) = y, for arbitrary
y. In ontrast, our model is onstru tive and does not assume the existen e of a fun tion with
non-standard properties.
Inspired by a previous version of our work, a re ent IACR pre-print [24℄ attempts to give a
provably se ure publi -key stegosystem. Unfortunately this work ontains a aw. The author of
[24℄ laims that his stegosystem has probability zero of de oding error; while this is true in the
restri ted ase that the hannel distribution is known exa tly by both the sender and re ipient, it
is easy to onstru t an (un ountably) in nite set of hannels for whi h the general onstru tion has
orre t de oding probability approa hing zero. We do not know of a way to repair the onstru tion,
whi h in fa t fails for many natural hannels. Furthermore, [24℄ only onsiders a notion similar to
our weakest se urity ondition.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the rst to provide a formal framework for publi -key
steganography and to prove that publi -key steganography is possible (given that standard ryptographi assumptions hold). We are also the rst to onsider adversaries that have a ess to
de oding ora les (in a manner analogous to CCA-2 adversaries); we show that se urity against
su h adversaries an be a hieved in the random ora le model. We stress that our proto ols are not
robust against adversaries wishing to render the steganographi ommuni ation hannel useless.
Throughout the paper, the goal of the adversary is dete tion, not disruption.

2 De nitions
Preliminaries. A fun tion  : N ! [0; 1℄ is said to be negligible if for every > 0, for all
suÆ iently large n, (n) < 1=n . We denote the length (in bits) of a string or integer s by jsj. The
on atenation of string s1 and string s2 will be denoted by s1 jjs2 . We also assume the existen e of
eÆ ient, unambiguous pairing and un-pairing operations, so (s1 ;s2 ) is not the same as s1 jjs2 . We
let Uk denote the uniform distribution on k bit strings. If X is a nite set, we let U (X ) denote
the uniform distribution on X . If C is a distribution with nite support X , we de ne the minimum
entropy of C , H1(C ), as


1
H1(C ) = min
log2
:
x2X
PrC [x℄

We say that a fun tion f : X ! f0; 1g is -biased if jPrx C [f (x) = 0℄ 1=2j < : We say f is
unbiased if f is -biased for  a negligible fun tion of the appropriate se urity parameter. We say f
is perfe tly unbiased if Prx C [f (x) = 0℄ = 1=2.

Integer De isional DiÆe-Hellman. Let P and Q be primes su h that Q divides P 1, let ZP be
the multipli ative group of integers modulo P , and let g 2 ZP have order Q. Let A be an adversary
that takes as input three elements of ZP and outputs a single bit. De ne the DDH advantage of A

over (g;P;Q) as:

Advg;P;Q(A) = Pr [Ar (ga ;gb ;gab ) = 1℄ Pr [Ar (ga ;gb ;g ) = 1℄ ;
a;b;r
a;b; ;r
where Ar denotes the adversary A running with random tape r, a;b; are hosen uniformly at
random from ZQ and all themultipli ations are over ZP . De ne the DDH inse urity of (g;P;Q) as
InSe g;P;Q(t) = maxA2A(t) Advg;P;Q(A) ; where A(t) denotes the set of adversaries A that run
ddh

ddh

ddh

for at most t time steps.

Trapdoor One-way Permutations. A trapdoor one-way permutation family  is a sequen e of
sets fk gk , where ea h k is a set of bije tive fun tions  : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1gk , along with a triple of
algorithms (G;E;I ). G(1k ) samples an element  2 k along with a trapdoor  ; E (;x) evaluates
(x) for x 2 f0; 1gk ; and I (;y) evaluates  1(y). For a PPT A running in time t(k), denote the
advantage of A against  by
Adv (A;k) =
Pr
[A((x)) = x℄ :
(; ) G(1 );x U
De ne the inse urity of  by InSe  (t;k) = maxA2A(t) fAdv (A;k)g, where A(t) denotes the
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set of all adversaries running in time t(k). We say that  is a trapdoor one-way permutation family
if for every probabilisti polynomial-time (PPT) A, Adv (A;k) is negligible in k.
ow

Publi -Key En ryption Indistinguishable From Random Bits. We will require publi -key

en ryption s hemes that are se ure in a slightly non-standard model, whi h we will denote by IND$CPA in ontrast to the more standard IND-CPA. Let E = (G;E;D ) be a probabilisti publi -key
en ryption s heme, where E : PK RP ! C : Consider a game in whi h an adversary A is given
a ess to an ora le whi h is either:
{ EPK for (PK;SK ) G(1k ); that is, an ora le whi h given a message m, uniformly sele ts
random bits r and returns EPK (r;m); or
{ $() = UjE ()j ; that is, an ora le whi h on any query ignores its input and returns a uniformly
sele ted output of the appropriate length.
A is also given a ess to the publi key PK used by its ora le to answer queries. Let A(t;q;l) be
the set of adversaries A whi h make q(k) queries to the ora le totalling at most l(k) bits and run
for t(k) time steps. De ne the IND$-CPA advantage of A against E as
PK

Pr
[AE (PK ) = 1℄
Pr [A$r (PK ) = 1℄
(PK;SK );r
PK;SK ) G(1 );r f0;1g r
where Ar denotes the adversary A with random tape r, and the probabilities are also taken
over the randomness
of the ora les EPK ; $. De ne the inse urity of E as InSe E (t;q;l;k) =

maxA2A(t;q;l) AdvE (A;k) : E is (t;q;l;k;)-indistinguishable from random bits under hosen
plaintext atta k if InSe E (t;q;l;k)  (k). E is alled indistinguishable from random bits under
hosen plaintext atta k (IND$-CPA) if for every probabilisti polnyomial-time (PPT) A, AdvE (A;k)
is negligible in k.
We note that using a family of trapdoor permutations on domain f0; 1gk , the EÆ ient Proba-

AdvE (A;k) =
pa

PK

(

k
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bilisti En ryption s heme of [11℄ (generalized from the s heme of [3℄) is IND$-CPA se ure. Thus,
under the assumption that su h families exist, IND$-CPA publi -key en ryption also exists. In
Appendix D, we show how to onstru t s hemes satisfying this ondition under more general ryptographi assumptions, and give dire t onstru tions under popular on rete assumptions.

Existentially Unforgeable Digital Signature S hemes. Let SG = (G;S;V ) be a digital
signature s heme. Consider the following game that an adversary A plays against SG : the adversary
A is given V K and ora le a ess to SSK , where (SK;V K ) G(1k ). A makes q(k) ora le queries
of at most l(k) bits to get ba k fSSK (M1 );:::;SSK (Mq )g. A then outputs a pair (M;M ). A wins
if M 2= fM1 ;:::;Mq g and V (V K;M;M ) = 1.
Denote the event of Ar winning the game by wins (Ar ;k), where r denotes the random oins
used by A, k is the se urity parameter used to generate the keys, and s denotes the randomness
used by the game (in generating (SK;V K ) and in generating the q(k) signatures). Let A(t;q;l) be
the set of adversaries A whi h make q(k) queries to the ora le of at most l(k) bits and run for t(k)
time steps. De ne the EUF-CMA advantage of A against SG as
AdvSG (A;k) =
ma

Pr

s;r f0;1g

[wins (Ar ;k)℄


:

De ne the inse urity of SG as InSe SG (t;q;l;k) = maxA2A(t;q;l) AdvSG (A;k) : We say that
SG is (t;q;l;k;)-existentially unforgeable under hosen message atta k if InSe SG (t;q;l;k)  (k).
SG is alled existentially unforgeable under hosen message atta k (EUF-CMA) if for every PPT
A, AdvSG (A;k) is negligible in k. We note that EUF-CMA signature s hemes exist if and only if
one-way fun tions exist [17, 20℄.
ma

ma
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3 Channels
We seek to de ne steganography in terms of indistinguishability from a \usual" or inno ent-looking
distribution on ommuni ations. In order to do so, we must hara terize this inno ent-looking
distribution. We follow [13℄ in using the notion of a hannel, whi h models a prior distribution on
the entire sequen e of ommuni ation from one party to another:

De nition. Let D be an eÆ iently re ognizable, pre x-free set of strings, or do
is a distribution on sequen es s 2 D .1

uments. A hannel

Any parti ular sequen e in the support of a hannel des ribes one possible out ome of all ommuni ations from Ali e to Bob. The pro ess of drawing from the hannel, whi h results in a sequen e
of do uments, is equivalent to a pro ess that repeatedly draws a single \next" do ument from a
distribution onsistent with the history of already drawn do uments. Therefore, we an think of
ommuni ation as a series of these partial draws from the hannel distribution, onditioned on what
has been drawn so far. Noti e that this notion of a hannel is more general than the typi al setting
in whi h every symbol is drawn independently a ording to some xed distribution: our hannel
expli itly models the dependen e between symbols ommon in typi al real-world ommuni ations.
Let C be a hannel. We let Ch denote the marginal hannel distribution on a single do ument
from D onditioned on the history h of already drawn do uments; we let Chl denote the marginal
distribution on sequen es of l do uments onditioned on h. When we write \sample x Ch" we
mean that a single do ument should be returned a ording to the distribution onditioned on h.
We use CA!B;h to denote the hannel distribution on the ommuni ation from party A to party B .
We will require that a hannel satisfy a minimum entropy onstraint for all histories. Spe i ally,
we require that there exist onstants L > 0, b > 0, > 0 su h that for all h 2 DL, either
PrC [h℄ = 0 or H1(Chb )  . If a hannel does not satisfy this property, then it is possible for Ali e
to drive the information ontent of her ommuni ations to 0, so this is a reasonable requirement.
We say that a hannel satisfying this ondition is L-informative, and if a hannel is L-informative
for all L > 0, we say it is always informative. Note that this de nition implies an additive-like
property of minimum entropy for marginal distributions, spe i ally, H1(Chlb )  l : For ease of
1

Hopper, Langford and von Ahn [13℄ de ne a hannel so that ea h do ument in a sequen e drawn from the hannel
has a time asso iated with it. These (presumably sending) times must then be respe ted by their proto ols. We
omit this timing information for simpli ity, but remark that in a situation where pre ise timing information is
available, it an be in orporated into our proto ols orthogonally, with no e e t on our results.

exposition, we will assume hannels are always informative in the remainder of this paper; however,
our theorems easily extend to situations in whi h a hannel is L-informative.
In our setting, ea h ordered pair of parties (P;Q) will have their own hannel distribution
CP !Q. In these ases, we assume that among the legitimate parties, only party A has ora le a ess
to marginal hannel distributions CA!B;h for every other party B and history h. On the other
hand, we will allow the adversary ora le a ess to marginal hannel distributions CP !Q;h for every
pair P;Q and every history h. This allows the adversary to learn as mu h as possible about any
hannel distribution but does not require any legitimate parti ipant to know the distribution on
ommuni ations from any other parti ipant. We will assume that ea h party knows the history of
ommuni ations it has sent and re eived from every other parti ipant.
We will also assume that ryptographi primitives remain se ure with respe t to ora les whi h
draw from the marginal hannel distributions CA!B;h. Thus hannels whi h an be used to solve
the hard problems that standard primitives are based on must be ruled out. In pra ti e this is of
little on ern, sin e the existen e of su h hannels would have previously led to the on lusion that
the primitive in question was inse ure.

4 Publi -key Steganography

De nition 1. (Stegosystem) A publi -key stegosystem is a triple of probabilisti algorithms S =
(SG;SE;SD). SG(1k ) generates a key pair (PK;SK ) 2 PK  SK. SE takes a (publi ) key

PK 2 PK, a string m 2 f0; 1g (the hiddentext), and a message history h. SE also has a ess to
a hannel ora le for some hannel C , whi h an sample from Ch for any h. SE (PK;m;h) returns
a sequen e of do uments s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl (the stegotext) from the support of Chl . SD takes a (se ret)
key SK 2 SK, a sequen e of do uments s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl , and a message history h, and returns a
hiddentext m. Additionally, for every polynomial p there must exist a negligible  su h that
8m 2 f0; 1gp(k) : (PK;SKPr
[SD(SK;SE (PK;m;h);h) = m℄  1 (k)
) SG(1 )
k

where the randomization is also over any oin tosses of SE , SD, SG and the ora le to Ch.

Remarks
1.

SE will be allowed a ess to an ora le that an sample from the hannel distribution Ch. We
stress that SE need not know the exa t probabilities of do uments in Ch . This is important

to mention, as it is unreasonable to assume that the probabilities in Ch are known, whereas
anybody ommuni ating an be thought of as an ora le for the hannel distribution Ch .
2. We emphasize the terminology: the se ret message that Ali e wants to send to Bob is alled the
hiddentext; do uments from the hannel are alled overtexts, and do uments that are output
by SE are alled stegotexts.
3. While in general Ali e will need to remember the history of do uments transmitted to Bob,
it is most desirable if Bob is not required to store the history of do uments he has re eived
from Ali e. Some of our proto ols require Bob to store this history, but it is straightforward to
rewrite them so that Bob need only remember a ollision-intra table digest of the history. In this
paper we are not on erned with atta ks in whi h Ward attempts to disrupt the ommuni ation
between Ali e and Bob, so the dependen e of de oding on a urate history is hie y a storage
on ern.

Steganographi Se re y
We will model a warden atta king a stegosystem as an eÆ ient ora le ma hine whi h plays the
following ora le-distinguishing game:
1. W is given a ess to an ora le whi h samples do uments from the marginal hannel distributions
CA!B;h for any history h. (This ora le allows W to learn the overtext distribution on all
ommuni ations.)

ess to a se ond ora le whi h is either ST or CT . The ora le ST (for StegoText)
will model the ase in whi h the pair Ali e and Bob are ommuni ating steganographi ally,
while the ora le CT (for CoverText) will model the ase in whi h they are not. The exa t
distributions over ST ;CT vary depending on the atta k model, atk. Below we will spe ify
these distributions for atk 2 f ha; xog. Both ora les respond to the null query with any publi
keys generated by SG.
3. In the end, W outputs a bit.

2.

W is given a

atk

atk

We de ne the advantage

atk

atk

of W against stegosystem S over hannel C in atta k model atk by

C ;STatk (1k ) = 1℄ Pr[W C ;CTatk (1k ) = 1℄
AdvS;C (W;k) = Pr
r [Wr
r r
atk

;

where the warden uses random bits r and the probabilities are also taken over the ora les. De ne
the inse urity of S over hannel C by InSe S;C (t;q;l;k) = maxW 2W (t;q;l) AdvS;C (W;k) ; where
W (t;q;l) denotes the set of all adversaries whi h make at most q(k) ora le queries totaling at most
l(k) bits, and running in time at most t(k). For ease of notation, we will denote W C by W for the
remainder of the paper.
atk

atk

De nition 2. (Steganographi se re y) A Stegosystem S is alled (t;q;l;k;)-steganographi
se ret against atk (SS-ATK) for the hannel C if InSe S;C (t;q;l;k)  (k).
atk

ally

Chosen Hiddentext Atta k (CHA). In a hosen hiddentext atta k, W is allowed to supply hiddentexts to Ali e, in hopes of dete ting whether or not she is using steganography in her ommuni ations with Bob. Thus W hopes to distinguish, for as many hosen messages m as he needs, between
(PK ;m;h)j
the ase that Ali e's ommuni ations are drawn from SE (PKB ;m;h) or from CAjSE
(where
!B;h
all m and h are hosen by W ). Formally, we de ne the following distributions on ST and CT :
B

ha

ha

ST : draw (PK;SK ) SG(1k ) on e, and respond to all queries with
ST (m;h) SE (PK;m;h).
{ To sample from CT : draw (PK;SK )
SG(1k ) on e, and respond to all queries with
j
SE
(PK;m;h)j
.
CT (m;h) Ch
Thus, the key pair (PK;SK ) is drawn on e and xed, and Ward is allowed to query his ora le with
arbitrary (m;h) pairs. (Note that a hosen hiddentext atta k is the steganographi equivalent of a
{ To sample from

ha

ha

ha

ha

hosen plaintext atta k against an en ryption s heme.)

Chosen Exa tly-One Atta k (CXO). In a hosen exa tly-one atta k, Ward may both submit
hiddentexts to Ali e for en oding, and submit stegotexts to Bob for de oding, but he is prohibited
from a essing both at the same time (i.e., with the same history). This models a s enario in whi h
Ward an inje t messages onto a network, but annot repla e them; for example, this may be
the situation if he is onne ted to the same shared a ess network as Bob, but does not ontrol
the medium. As in all of our atta k models, Ward's goal is to determine whether the spe i
pair of Ali e and Bob are ommuni ating steganographi ally rather than whether Ali e or Bob
are using steganography at all. In the ase that Ward asks Bob to de ode stegotexts, his goal
is to dete t whether Bob is re eiving steganography from Ali e by wat hing Bob's rea tion to
stegotexts (allegedly from Ali e) generated by Ward himself. If Bob is not re eiving steganography
from Ali e, he will always output the distinguished message ?, meaning \no rea tion." If Bob is
re eiving steganography from Ali e, he will de ode the stegotexts.
We formally de ne the ora le distributions ST ;CT as follows: First, draw (PK;SK )
SG(1k ), and set  = fg. Respond to queries using these programs:
xo

xo

ST (b 2 fen ; de g;m;h)
CT (b 2 fen ; de g;m;h)
if (b = en ) then:
if (b = en ) then:
Sample s SE (PK;m;h)
Sample s ChjSE (PK;m;h)j
Set  =  [ fhg
Set  =  [ fhg
return s
return s
else
else
If h 2  return \"
If h 2  return \"
else return SD(SK;m;h)
else return ?
Note that InSe S;C (t;q;l;k)  InSe S;C (t;q;l;k), sin e any CHA warden an be emulated by a
CXO warden making only (en ;m;h)-queries.
xo

ha

xo

xo

SS-CXO is the strongest notion of se urity that we are able to a hieve in the standard model.
Sin e any stegotext en oded by Ali e an be thought of as a \ hallenge stegotext," (Ward's goal
is only to dete t that it is, in fa t, a stegotext rather than a overtext) this ondition is somewhat analogous to non-adaptive hosen iphertext se urity (IND-CCA1) for publi -key en ryption.
However, in the random ora le model and assuming the hannel is eÆ iently sampleable (i.e., there
exists a PPT that an sample from the hannel for any history), we an a hieve a se urity ondition
analogous to adaptive hosen iphertext se urity (IND-CCA2). We outline this se urity ondition as
well as the onstru tion in Se tion 7.

5 Steganographi Key Ex hange
A natural alternative to publi -key steganography is steganographi key ex hange: Ali e and Bob
ex hange a sequen e of messages, indistinguishable from normal ommuni ation traÆ , and at the
end of this sequen e they are able to ompute a shared key. So long as this key is indistinguishable
from a random key to the warden, Ali e and Bob an pro eed to use their shared key in a se ret-key
stegosystem. In this se tion, we will formalize this notion.

De nition 3. (Steganographi Key Ex hange Proto ol) A steganographi key ex hange proto ol,
or SKEP, is a quadruple of eÆ ient probabilisti algorithms SKE = (SEA ;SEB ;SDA ;SDB ). SEA
and SEB take as input a se urity parameter 1k and a string of random bits, and output a sequen e of
do uments of length l(k); SDA and SDB take as input a se urity parameter, a string of random bits,

and a sequen e of do uments of length l(k), and output an element of the key spa e K. Additionally,
these algorithms satisfy the property that there exists a negligible fun tion (k) satisfying:

k
k
k
k
r Pr
;r [SDA (1 ;rA ;SEB (1 ;rB )) = SDB (1 ;rB ;SEA (1 ;rA ))℄  1
A

B

(k) :

We all the output of SDA (1k ;rA ;SEB (1k ;rB )) the result of the proto ol, we denote this result by
SKE (rA;rB ), and we denote by Tk (rA;rB ) (for trans ript) the pair (SEA(1k ;rA);SEB (1k ;rB )).

Ali e and Bob perform a key ex hange using SKE by sampling private randomness rA ;rB ,
asyn hronously sending SEA (1k ;rA ) and SEB (1k ;rB ) to ea h other, and using the result of the
proto ol as a key. Noti e that in this de nition a SKEP must be an asyn hronous single-round
s heme, ruling out multi-round key ex hange proto ols. This is for ease of exposition only.
We remark that many authenti ated ryptographi key ex hange proto ols require three ows
without a publi -key infrastru ture. Our SKE s heme will be se ure with only two ows be ause we
won't onsider the same lass of atta kers as these proto ols; in parti ular we will not worry about
a tive atta kers who alter the ommuni ations between Ali e and Bob, and so DiÆe-Hellman style
two- ow proto ols are possible. This may be a more plausible assumption in the SKE setting, sin e
an atta ker will not even be able to dete t that a key ex hange is taking pla e, while ryptographi
key ex hanges are typi ally easy to re ognize.

Let W be a warden running in time t. We de ne W 's SKE advantage

CA!B and CB!A with se urity parameter k by:

against SKE on

hannels

AdvS ;C ! ;C ! (W;k) = r Pr
;r [W (Tk (rA ;rB );SKE (rA ;rB )) = 1℄  ;Pr ;K [W (A ;B ;K ) = 1℄
ske

KE

A

B

B

A

A

B

A

B

k)
l(k)
where A CAl(!
B;h ;B CB!A;h ; and K K. We remark that, as in our other de nitions,
W also has a ess to hannel ora les CA!B;h and CB!A;h. Let W (t) denote the set of all wardens
running in time t. The SKE inse urity of SKE on hannels CA and CB with se urity parameter k is
given by InSe S ;C ! ;C ! (t;k) = maxW 2W (t) AdvS ;C ! ;C ! (W;k) :
A

B

ske

KE

ske

A

B

B

A

KE

A

B

B

A

De nition 4. (Se ure Steganographi Key Ex hange) A SKEP SKE is said to be (t;)-se ure for
hannels CA!B and CB!A if InSe S (t;k)  (k). SKE is said to be se ure if for all polynomials
p, SKE is (p(k);(k))-se ure for some negligible fun tion .
ske

KE

6 Constru tions
Most of our proto ols build on the following onstru tion, a generalization of Constru tion 2 in
[13℄ and similar to a proto ol given by Ca hin [5℄. Let f : D ! f0; 1g be a publi fun tion (re all
that C is a distribution on sequen es of elements of D). If f is is perfe tly unbiased on Ch for all
h, then the following en oding prol edure, on uniformly distributed l-bit input , produ es output
distributed exa tly a ording to Ch :

Constru tion 1. (Basi en oding/de oding routines)
Pro edure Basi En ode:
Input: bits 1 ;::: ; l , history h, bound k

for i = 1 ::: l do
Let j = 0
repeat:
sample si Ch , in rement j
until f (si) = i OR (j > k)
set h = hjjsi

Pro edure Basi De ode:
Input: Stegotext s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl

for i = 1 ::: l do
set i = f (si)
set = 1 jj 2 jj    jj l .

Output:

Output: s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl

Note that for in nitely many Ch there is no perfe tly unbiased fun tion f . In appendix C, we prove
Proposition 1, whi h together with Proposition 2, justi es our use of unbiased fun tions. The proof
for Proposition 2 is straightforward and is omitted from the paper.

Any hannel C whi h is always informative an be ompiled into a hannel C (k)
whi h admits an eÆ iently omputable fun tion f su h that for any polynomial-length sequen e
h1 ;::: ;hn satisfying PrC [hi℄ 6= 0, Pr[f (Ch(k)) = 1℄ 21 is negligible in k for all 1  i  n.
Proposition 2. If f is -biased on Ch for all h, then for any k and s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl :
Proposition 1.

i

j PrU [Basi
l

En ode(

;h;k) = s1;s2;::: ;sl ℄

Pr [s = s1 ;s2 ;:::

s C

l
h

;sl ℄j  l :

Using the previous two propositions, we will show that publi -key steganography is possible in any
hannel that is always informative. We note that pro edure Basi En ode has a small probability of
failure: Basi De ode(Basi En ode( ;h;k)) might not equal . This probability of failure, however,
is negligible in k.

;

6.1 Chosen Hiddentext se urity

Let EPK () and DSK () denote the en ryption and de ryption algorithms for a publi -key ryptosystem E whi h is indistinguishable from random bits under hosen plaintext atta k (IND$-CPA).
Let ` be the expansion fun tion of E , i.e., jEPK (m)j = `(jmj). The following pro edures allow
en oding and de oding of messages in a manner whi h is steganographi ally se ret under hosen
hiddentext atta k for the hannel distribution C :

Constru tion 2. (Chosen Hiddentext Se urity)
Pro edure CHA En ode:
Input: message m, history h, key PK
Let = EPK (m)
Output: Basi En ode( ;h;k)

Pro edure CHA De ode:
Input: stegotext s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl , se ret key SK
Let = Basi De ode(s1;s2 ;::: ;sl )
Output: DSK ( )

Assume f is -biased on Ch for all h. For any warden W 2 W (t;q;l), we an onstru t
an IND$-CPA adversary A where

Lemma 1.

AdvCHA;C (W;k)  AdvE (A;k) + `(l):
pa

ha

The running time of A is at most t + O(kl) (k is the se urity parameter of (PK;SK ) and is used
as a bound for Basi En ode), and A makes q en ryption queries for a total of l bits of plaintext.
Proof. We are given a program W for distinguishing between the output of Constru tion 2 and the

ordinary traÆ of the hannel, and an ora le for sampling blo ks from that hannel. We onstru t
a program A whi h plays the IND$-CPA game: distinguishing an EPK () ora le from a uniform
ora le. AO simply runs W , using the en oding pro edure CHA En ode with the ora le O in pla e of
EPK () to respond to en oding queries. Consider the two ases for O:

O(m) = EPK (m). Then the responses to W 's queries will be identi ally distributed to stegotexts
resulting from the normal use of Constru tion 2, so Pr[AE (PK ) = 1℄ = Pr[W ST (1k ) = 1℄.
2. O(m) = UjE (m)j is hosen uniformly from strings of appropriate length. Then the do uments
returned by CHA En ode will be identi ally distributed to those returned by Basi En ode; thus
j Pr[A$ (PK ) = 1℄ Pr[W CT (1k ) = 1℄j  `(l) by Proposition 2.
Combining the ases, we have AdvCHA;C (W;k)  j Pr[AE (PK ) = 1℄ Pr[A$ (PK ) = 1℄j + `(l) =
AdvE (A;k) + `(l); as laimed.
Theorem 1. If f is -biased on Ch for all h, then
InSe CHA;C (t;q;l;k)  InSe E (t + O(kl);q;l;k) + `(l) :
1.

PK

ha

PK

ha

ha

PK

pa

pa

ha

6.2 Chosen Exa tly-One se urity

Let SG = (GS ;S;V ) be a EUF-CMA se ure signature s heme, with signature key KS and veri ation
key KV , and let E = (G;E;D) be a IND$-CPA en ryption s heme with publi key PK and se ret
key SK . Let ` be the expansion fun tion of E and let ` be the length of signatures generated by
SG . Then the following onstru tion yields a SS-CXO se ure stegosystem from Ali e to Bob, when
Ali e knows PK;KS and Bob knows SK;KV . Assume also that all keys are generated with se urity
parameter k.

Constru tion 3. (Chosen Exa tly-One Se urity)
Pro edure CXO En ode:
Input: m, h, PK , KS
Let = EPK (m;SK (h;m))
Output: Basi En ode( ;h;k)
S

Theorem 2.
InSe

xo

;

Let = Basi De ode(s1;s2 ;::: ;sl )
Let (m;) = DSK ( )
Output: if V (KV ; (h;m);) = 1 then m, else ?

Assume f is -biased on Ch for all h. Then

t;q;l;k)  InSe

CXO C (

Pro edure CXO De ode:
Input: s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl , h, SK , KV

SG (t + O(kl);q;l;k) + InSe E (t + O(kl);q;l + q` ;k) + `(l + q` ) :
ma

pa

Proof. (Sket h) We

onsider the hybrid ora le H whi h answers en oding queries using CXO En ode
and answers all de oding queries with ?. Distinguishing this hybrid from ST equates to distinguishing CXO De ode from the onstant ora le ? on some history h for whi h no query of the form
(en ; ;h) has been made. This an only happen if a de oding query ontains a signature on a
(m;h) pair whi h was never signed by CXO En ode (be ause no en oding queries were ever made
with the history h). So, intuitively, distinguishing between H and ST requires forging a signature. Similarly, sin e both H and CT answer all de queries by ?, distinguishing between them
amounts to a hosen-hiddentext atta k, whi h by Lemma 1 would give an IND$-CPA atta ker for
E . The result follows by the triangle inequality. For the full details of the proof, see Appendix A.
xo

xo

xo

The above onstru tion is vulnerable to a more powerful but still quite reasonable adversary.
In parti ular, if Ward is able to modify messages sent by Ali e before they are re eived by Bob, he
may dete t steganographi ommuni ations between them. The atta k works as follows: suppose
Ali e outputs the stegotext s1 ;::: ;sl . Ward hooses do ument s01 su h that f (s01 ) = f (s1) and
submits s01 ;s2 ;::: ;sl to Bob. Now if Bob de odes with the same history as Ali e en oded with, the
result will be a valid hiddentext rather than ?. (Noti e that this won't give a CXO atta k against
CXO De ode be ause in a CXO atta k Ward must use a di erent history, whi h has not been signed
by Ali e.) In Se tion 7 we spe ify a third se urity se urity property, SS-CSA, whi h guarantees
se urity against atta ks of this type.

6.3 Steganographi Key Ex hange

The idea behind behind the onstru tion for steganographi key ex hange is simple: let g generate
ZP , let Q be a large prime with P = rQ + 1 and r oprime to Q, and let g^ = gr generate the
subgroup of order Q. Ali e pi ks random values a 2 ZP 1 uniformly at random until she nds one
su h that ga mod P has its most signi ant bit (MSB) set to 0 (so that ga mod P is uniformly
distributed in the set of bit strings of length jP j 1). She then uses Basi En ode to send all the
bits of ga mod P ex ept for the MSB (whi h is zero anyway). Bob does the same and sends all
the bits of gb mod P ex ept the most signi ant one (whi h is zero anyway) using Basi En ode.
Bob and Ali e then perform Basi De ode and agree on the key value g^ab :

Constru tion 4. (Steganographi Key Ex hange)
Pro edure SKE En odeA :
Input: primes P;Q, h, g 2 ZP of order rQ
repeat:
sample a U (ZP 1)
until MSB of ga mod P equals 0
Let a = all bits of ga ex ept MSB
Output: Basi En ode( a ;h;k)

Pro edure SKE De odeA :
Input: Stegotext s1 ;s2 ;::: ;sl , exponent a
Let b = Basi De ode(s1;s2 ;::: ;sl )
ab
Output: ra
b mod P = g^

Let f be -biased on CA!B;h and CB!A;h for all hA ;hB . Then for any warden W 2
W (t), we an onstru t a DDH adversary A where Advg^;P;Q(A)  41 AdvSKE (W;k) jP j. The
running time of A is at most t + O(kjP j).
Proof. (Sket h) De ne r^ to bea theb least element su h that rr^ = 1 mod Q. The algorithm A works

Lemma 2.

A

B

ddh

ske

as follows. Given elements (^g ; g^ ; g^ ) of the subgroup of order Q, we uniformly hoose elements
ka ;kb Zr, and set a = (^ga )r^gk Q, and b = (^gb )r^gk Q. If MSB ( a ) = MSB ( b) = 0, we then
return W (Basi En ode( a ;hA ;k); Basi En ode( b ;hB ;k); g^ ), otherwise we return 0. Noti e that
rb
the key omputed by SKE De ode would be rb
a = (^ga )r^gk Q = (^gab )rr^grQk b = g^ab .
The de rease in W 's advantage omes from the fa t that A ex ludes some elements of ZP by
sampling to get the MSB = 0, but we never ex lude more than 1=2 of the ases for either a or b .
The jP j di eren e follows from Proposition 2 and the fa t that a , b are uniformly distributed on
UjP j 1.
a

b

a

a

Theorem 3.

If f is -biased on CA!B;h and CB!A;h for all hA;hB , then
A

InSe

t;k)  4jP j + 4InSe

SKE C (
ske

;

B

g^;P;Q(t + O(kjP j)))
ddh

:

7 Chosen-Stegotext Atta ks
We now introdu e a se urity ondition analogous to adaptive hosen iphertext se urity for enryption s hemes (IND-CCA2), SS-CSA. We will onstru t a stegosystem whi h is SS-CSA-se ure in
the Random Ora le model, for any hannel whi h is eÆ iently sampleable: that is, for whi h there
exists a PPT C su h that for all h, C(h; Uk ) and Ch are indistinguishable.

De nition. We formally de ne the ora le distributions ST ;CT as follows: First, draw (PK;SK )
SG(1k ), and set  = fg. Respond to queries using these programs:
sa

ST

(b 2 fen ; de g;m;h)
if(b = en ) then:
Sample s SE (PK;m;h)
Set  =  [ f(s;h)g
return s
else
If (m;h) 2  return \"
else return SD(SK;m;h)
sa

sa

CT (b 2 fen ; de g;m;h)
if(b = en ) then:
Sample s ChjSE (PK;m;h)j
Set  =  [ f(s;h)g
return s
else
If (m;h) 2  return \"
else return ?
sa

Thus, in a hosen-stegotext atta k, Ward may ask Ali e to en ode any (message, history) pair of
his hoosing, as often as he likes, and may query Bob on any pair (s;h) where s was not a result of
an en oding query for history h. Noti e that if Ward an ask Bob to de ode any message output
by Ali e for the same history it was en oded with, he an dete t the use of steganography between
Ali e and Bob; this is why we do not allow Ward to query Bob on su h stegotexts. This restri tion
is roughly analogous to the standard restri tion that an adaptive hosen- iphertext atta ker may
not query his de ryption ora le on the hallenge iphertext. Advantage and inse urity for SS-CSA
are de ned analogously to SS-CXO, ex ept that we ount en oding and de oding queries separately
(as qe and qd ) as well as ounting the number of queries made to random ora les.

Constru tion. We assume that A ;B are elements of trapdoor one-way permutation family
k , where Ali e knows A 1 and Bob knows B 1 . In addition, we assume all parties have a ess
to random ora les F : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gk , G : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gk , H1 : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1g , and
H2 : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gk . The following onstru tion slightly modi es te hniques from [4℄, using the
random ora les H1 and H2 with B to onstru t a pseudorandom non-malleable en ryption s heme
and the ora le F in onjun tion with A to onstru t a strongly unforgeable signature s heme.
Constru tion 5. (Chosen Stegotext Se urity)
Pro edure

UEn odeG :

Input:
2 f0; 1g , r 2 f0; 1g , h
for i = 1 : : : l do
Let j = 0
repeat:
set si = C(h; G(h; r; ; j ))
in rement j
until f (si ) = i OR (j > k)
set h = (h; si )
Output: s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sl
l

k

Pro edure

CSA En odeF;G;H :
1

m1    m` , h, A , B
Choose r Uk
Let  = A 1 (F (r; m; h))
Let e = H1 (r)  (m;  )
Let  = H2 (r; m; h)
Let y = B (r)
Let = y jjejj
G
Output: UEn ode ( ; r; h)

Input:

Pro edure

CSA De odeF;G;H :

s1 ; : : : ; sl , h, A , B 1
Let = Basi De ode(s1 ; : : : ; sl )
Parse as y jjejj .
Set r = B 1 (y ).
If s 6= UEn odeG ( ; r; h) return ?.
Let (m;  ) = e  H1 (r)
If  6= H2 (r; m; h) return ?.
If A ( ) 6= F (r; m; h) return ?.
Output: m
Input:

Theorem 4.

If f is -biased for C , then

t;qe;qd ;qF ;qG;qH ;qH ;l;k)  (2qe + qF )InSe  (t0 ;k) + (l + 3qek) + (qe2 + 2qd )=2k ;
where t0  t + (qG + qF + qH + qH )(qe + qd)T + k(l + 3qek)TC , T is the time to evaluate members
of , and TC is the running time of C.
InSe

CSA C (
sa

;

1

1

2

ow

2

Intuitively, this stegosystem is se ure be ause the en ryption s heme employed is non-malleable,
the signature s heme is strongly unforgeable, and ea h triple of hiddentext, history, and randombits has a unique valid stegotext, whi h ontains a signature on (m;h;r). Thus any adversary
making a valid de oding query whi h was not the result of an en oding query an be used to forge
a signature for Ali e | that is, invert the one-way permutation A . The full proof is omitted for
spa e onsiderations; see Appendix B for details.
We onje ture that the ryptographi assumptions used here an be weakened | in parti ular,
a random ora le is not ne essary given a publi -key en ryption s heme whi h satis es IND$-CPA
and is non-malleable2, and a signature s heme whi h is strongly unforgeable. However, it seems
hallenging to prevent our motivating atta k without assuming ability to eÆ iently sample the
hannel.

8 Dis ussion and Open Problems
Need for a PKI. A potential stumbling blo k for publi -key steganography is the need for a

system whi h allows Ali e and Bob to publish publi keys for en ryption and signatures without
raising suspi ion. The most likely sour e of a resolution to this issue is the existen e of a global
publi -key infrastru ture whi h publishes su h publi keys for every party in any ase. In many ases
(those modeled by the hosen hiddentext atta k), however, it may be Ali e who is trying to avoid
suspi ion while it is Bob who publishes the publi key. For example Ali e may be a government
employee who wishes to leak a story and Bob a newspaper reporter, who may publish his publi
key daily.
In ase Ali e and Bob are both trying to avoid suspi ion, it may be ne essary to perform SKE
instead. Even in this ase, there is a need for a one-bit \se ret hannel" whi h alerts Bob to the fa t
that Ali e is attempting key ex hange. However, as long as Bob and Ali e assume key ex hange is
o urring, it is easy to he k at ompletion that it has indeed o urred by using Basi En ode to
ex hange the messages FK (A;hA );FK (B;hB ) for F a pseudorandom fun tion.

Stegosystems with ba kdoors. Suppose we wish to design steganography software whi h will
be used as a bla k box by many users. Then as long as there is some entropy in the stegosystem of
hoi e, we an use publi -key steganography to implement a ba kdoor into the stegosystem whi h
is provably undete table via input/output behavior, by using the en oding routine as an ora le for
Constru tion 2, with a xed hiddentext (1k , for instan e). This will make it possible, with enough
inter epted messages, to dete t the use of the steganography software. If a total break is desired
and the software implements private-key steganography, we an repla e 1k by the user's private
key.

Relationship to PKC: Complexity-theoreti impli ations. The de nition of a SS-CHA

se ure publi -key stegosystem already implies semanti se urity, so we have that if se ure publi key stegosystems exist, then se ure publi -key ryptography exists; and likewise it is lear that
SS-CSA se urity implies non-malleability. In ontrast to the private-key results of [13℄, we are
2

We are unaware of an en ryption s heme in the standard model satisfying this requirement: nonmalleable en ryption
s hemes following the Naor-Yung paradigm [18, 10, 21, 15℄ are easily distinguishable from random bits, and the
s hemes of Cramer and Shoup [7, 8℄ all seem to generate iphertexts whi h are elements of re ognizable subgroups.

not aware of a general result showing that the existen e of any semanti ally se ure publi -key
ryptosystem implies the existen e of se ure publi -key steganography. However, our results allow
onstru tion of provably se ure publi -key steganography based on the se urity of any popular
publi -key ryptosystem.
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A Proof of Chosen Exa tly-One se urity

Proof. Let W 2 W (t;q;l). We will show that W must either forge a signature
or distinguish the
SE;SD
ST

output of E from random bits. We will abuse notation slightly and denote W
W CT xo by W C;?. Then we have that

AdvCXO;C (W;k) = Pr[W SE;SD = 1℄ Pr[W C ;? = 1℄
xo

xo

by W

, and

:

Consider the \hybrid" distribution whi h results by answering en oding queries using CXO En ode
but answering all de oding queries with ?. (We denote this ora le by (SE; ?))
We onstru t a EUF-CMA adversary Af whi h works as follows: given KV , and a signing ora le
for KS , hoose (PK;SK ) GE (1k ); use the signing ora le and EPK ;DSK to emulate CXO En ode
and CXO De ode to W . If W ever makes a query to CXO De ode whi h does not return ? then Af
halts and returns the orresponding ((m;h);) pair, otherwise Af runs until W halts and returns
(0; 0). If we let F denote the event that W SE;SD submits a valid de oding query to CXO De ode,
then we have that Adv(G ;S;V ) (Af ) = Pr[F ℄.
We also onstru t a IND$-CPA adversary Ad whi h works as follows: given an en ryption ora le,
hoose (KS ;KV ) GS (1k ), use KS and the en ryption ora le to emulate CXO En ode to W , and
respond to any de oding queries with ?. Ad returns the output of W . Note that AdvE (Ad ) +
`(l + q` )  Pr[W SE;? = 1℄ Pr[W C;? = 1℄ , whi h follows from Theorem 1.
Then we have the following inequalities:
ma
S

pa

AdvCXO;C (W ) = Pr[W SE;SD = 1℄ Pr[W C ;? = 1℄
 Pr[W SE;SD = 1℄ Pr[W SE;? = 1℄ + Pr[W SE;? = 1℄ Pr[W C;? = 1℄
 Pr[W SE;SD = 1℄ Pr[W SE;? = 1℄ + AdvE (Ad ) + `(l + q` )
 Adv(G ;S;V )(Af ) + AdvE (Ad ) + `(l + q` )
xo

pa

pa

ma
S

Where the last line follows be ause (let
W SE;? = 1):
Pr[D℄

D denote the event W SE;SD = 1, and noti e that DjF 

Pr[W SE;? = 1℄ = Pr[DjF ℄ Pr[F ℄ + Pr[DjF ℄ Pr[F ℄

(Pr[W SE;? = 1℄)

= Pr[DjF ℄ Pr[F ℄ + Pr[W SE;? = 1℄(1
= Pr[F ℄(Pr[DjF ℄ Pr[DjF ℄)
 Pr[F ℄
= Adv(G ;S;V ) (Af )

Pr[F ℄)

(Pr[W SE;? = 1℄)

ma
S

The theorem follows by the de nition of inse urity, sin e both Ad and Af run in time at most

t + O(kl).

B Proof of Chosen-Stegotext Se urity
We de ne the following sequen e of hybrid ora le distributions:

1. P0(b;m;h) = CT , the overtext ora le.
2. P1(b;m;h) responds to de queries as in P0, and responds to en queries using CSA En odeF;G;H
but with alls to UEn odeG repla ed by alls to Basi En ode.
3. P2(b;m;h) responds to de queires as in P1, and responds to en queries using CSA En odeF;G;H .
4. P3(b;m;h) = ST , the stegotext ora le.
sa

sa

We are given a CSA atta ker W 2 W (t;qe ;qd ;qF ;qH ;qH1 ;qH2 ;l) and wish to bound his advantage. Noti e that AdvCSA;C (W;k)  j Pr[W P 0 (1k ) = 1℄ Pr[W P 1 (1k )℄j + j Pr[W P 1(1k ) =
1℄ Pr[W P 2 (1k ) = 1℄j + j Pr[W P 2(1k ) = 1℄ Pr[W P 3(1k ) = 1℄j. Hen e, we an bound the advantage of W by the sum of its advantages in distinguishing the su essive hybrids. For hybrids
P; Q we will denote this advantage by Adv (W;k ) = j Pr[W (1k ) = 1℄ Pr[W (1k ) = 1℄j.
Lemma 3. Adv
(W;k)  qe InSe (t0 ;k) + 2 k (q2 =2 qe=2) + (l + 3qe k)
sa

P,Q

P

Q

e

Proof. Assume WLOG that Pr[W P 1(1k ) = 1℄ > Pr[W P 0(1k ) = 1℄. Let Er denote the event that,
when W queries P1, the random value r never repeats, and let Eq denote the event that W never
makes random ora le queries of the form H1 (r) or H2 (r; ; ) for an r used by CSA En odeF;G;H ,
and let E  Er ^ Eq . Then:
Pr[W P 1(1k ) = 1℄ Pr[W P 0 (1k ) = 1℄ = Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1jE ℄(1 Pr[E ℄) + Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1jE ℄ Pr[E ℄
Pr[W P 0 (1k ) = 1℄


= Pr[E ℄ Pr[W P 1(1k ) = 1jE ℄ Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1jE ℄
P0,P1

ow



+ Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1jE ℄

Pr[W P 0(1k ) = 1℄



 Pr[E ℄ + (l + 3qek)
 Pr[Er ℄ + Pr[Eq ℄ + (l + 3qek)
 2 k qe(qe2 1) + Pr[Eq ℄ + (l + 3qek) ;

be ause if r never repeats and W never queries H1 (r) or H2 (r; ; ) for some r used by CSA En odeF;G;H ,
then W annot distinguish between the iphertexts passed to Basi En ode and random bit strings.
It remains to bound Pr[Eq ℄. Given W 2 W (t;qe ;qd ;qF ;qG ;qH1 ;qH2 ;l) we onstru t a one-way
permutation adversary A against B whi h is given a value B (x) and uses W in an attempt to
nd x, so that A su eeds with probability at least (1=qe ) Pr[Eq ℄. A pi ks (A ;A 1 ) from k and
i uniformly from f1;::: ;qeg, and then runs W answering all its ora le queries as follows:

{ en queries are answered as follows: on query j 6= i, respond using CSA En odeF;G;H but with
alls to UEn odeG repla ed by alls to Basi En ode. On the i-th query respond with s =
Basi En ode(B (x)jje1 jj1 ;h) where e1 = h1  (m;1 ) and h1 ;1 ;1 are hosen uniformly at

random from the set of all strings of the appropriate length (je1 j = jmj + k and j1 j = k), and
set  =  [ f(s;h)g.
{ de queries are answered using CT .
{ Queries to G;F;H1 and H2 are answered in the standard manner: if the query has been made
before, answer with the same answer, and if the query has not been made before, answer with
a uniformly hosen string of the appropriate length. If a query ontains a value r for whi h
B (r) = B (x), halt the simulation and output r.
sa

It should be lear that Pr[A(B (x)) = x℄  q1 (Pr[Eq ℄).
Lemma 4. Adv
(W;k)  qe InSe (t0 ;k) + 2 k (q2 =2
e

qe=2)
e

Proof. Assume WLOG that Pr[W P 2(1k ) = 1℄ > Pr[W P 1(1k ) = 1℄.F;G;H
Denote by Er the event that,
when answering queries for W , the random value r of CSA En ode
never repeats, and by Eq
the event that W never queries G(;r;B (r)jj; ) for some r used by CSA En odeF;G;H , and let
E  Er ^ Eq . Then:
P1,P2

Pr[W P 2 (1k ) = 1℄

ow



Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1℄ = Pr[W P 2(1k ) = 1jE ℄ Pr[E ℄ + Pr[W P 2 (1k ) = 1jE ℄ Pr[E ℄




Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1jE ℄ Pr[E ℄ + Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1jE ℄ Pr[E ℄


= Pr[E ℄ Pr[W P 2 (1k ) = 1jE ℄

 Pr[E ℄
2 k qe(qe2

1)

Pr[W P 1 (1k ) = 1jE ℄





+ Pr[Eq ℄

Given W 2 W (t;qe ;qd ;qF ;qG ;qH1 ;qH2 ;l) we onstru t a one-way permutation adversary A against
B whi h is given a value B (x) and uses W in an attempt to nd x. A pi ks (A;A 1 ) from k
and i uniformly from f1;::: ;qE g, and then runs W answering all its ora le queries as follows:

{ en queries are answered as follows: on query j 6= i, respond using CSA En odeF;G;H . On the i-th
query respond with s = UEn odeG (B (x)jje1 jj1 ;r1 ;h) where e1 = h1  (m;1 ) and h1 ;1 ;1 ;r1

are hosen uniformly at random from the set of all strings of the appropriate length (je1 j = jmj+k
and j1 j = k), and set  =  [ f(s;h)g.
{ de queries are answered using CT .
{ Queries to G;F;H1 and H2 are answered in the standard manner: if the query has been made
before, answer with the same answer, and if the query has not been made before, answer with
a uniformly hosen string of the appropriate length. If a query ontains a value r for whi h
B (r) = B (x), halt the simulation and output r.
sa

It should be lear that Pr[A(B (x)) = x℄  q1 (Pr[Eq ℄).
Lemma 5. Adv
(W;k)  qF InSe (t0 ;k) + qd =2k
e

P2,P3



ow

Proof. Given W 2 W (t;qe;qd ;qF ;qG ;qH ;qH ;l) we

1

+ qe=2k

onstru t a one-way permutation adversary A
1
2
against A whi h is given a value A (x) and uses W in an attempt to nd x. A hooses (B ;B 1 )
from k and i uniformly from f1;::: ;qF g, and then runs W answering all its ora le queries as
follows:

{ en queries are answered using CSA En odeF;G;H ex ept that  is hosen at random and F (r;m;h)
is set to be A (). If F (r;m;h) was already set, fail the simulation.
{ de queries are answered using CSA De odeF;G;H , with the additional onstraint that we reje t
any stegotext for whi h there hasn't been an ora le query of the form H2 (r;m;h) or F (r;m;h).

{ Queries to G;F;H1 and H2 are answered in the standard manner (if the query has been made
before, answer with the same answer, and if the query has not been made before, answer with a
uniformly hosen string of the appropriate length) ex ept that the i-th query to F is answered
using A (x).

A then sear hes all the queries that W made to the de ryption ora le for a value
A() = A(x). This ompletes the des ription of A.

 su h that

Noti e that the simulation has a small han e of failure: at most qe =2k . For the rest of the proof, we
assume that the simulation doesn't fail. Let E be the event that W makes a de ryption query that
is reje ted in the simulation, but would not have been reje ted by the standard CSA De odeF;G;H .
It is easy to see that Pr[E ℄  qd =2k 1 . Sin e the only way to di erentiate P3 from P2 is by making
a de ryption query that P3 a epts but P2 reje ts, and, onditioned on E , this an only happen by
inverting A on a some F (r;m;h), we have that:

Adv

P2,P3

(W;k)  qF InSe  (t0 ;k) + qd =2k
ow

1

+ qe=2k

C Negligibly biased fun tions for any hannel
Our onstru tions require the existen e of a fun tion whi h is unbiased for Ch for every h whi h the
warden W hooses. It is easy to see that for in nitely many hannels, no su h f exists. This is not
a diÆ ulty for our proto ols, however, be ause we an ompile any hannel C into a new hannel
C (k) whi h admits an eÆ ient fun tion whi (hk)has bias negligible in k.
Let l(k) = !(log k). Then the hannel C is simply a distribution on sequen es of do uments
whi h are elements of Dl(k) and the marginal distributions Ch(k) are simply Chl(k) . The minimum
entropy requirement from Se tion 3 then gives us that for any h whi h has non-zero probability,
H1(Ch(k) ) = !(log k).
Let h1 ;h2 ;:::;hm be any sequen e of histories whi h all have non-zero probability under C (k)
and let f : f0; 1gm(k)  D  f0; 1g be a universal hash fun tion. Let Y;Z Um(k) , and Di Ch(k) .
Let L(k) = mini H1(Di ), and note that L(k) = !(log k). Then the \Leftover Hash Lemma" (see,
e.g., [12℄) implies that
i

j Y;D
Pr [(Y;fY (D1 );:::;fY (Dm )) = (y;b1 ;:::;bn )℄
Pr [(Z;B ) = (y;b1 ;:::;bn )℄j  m2 L(k)=2+1 :
Z;B f0;1g
from whi h it is immediate that if we hoose Y
Um(k) on e and publi ly, then for all 1  i  m,
fY will have negligible bias for Ch ex ept with negligible probability.
m

i

The same approa h an be applied in the ase that f is a pseudorandom fun tion, sin e a
random fun tion will have neglible bias for Ch(k) ex ept with negligible probability, and testing for
any spe i non-negligible bias an be a omplished by a polynomial time ora le ma hine. Note
that in this s enario, we only need the pseudorandomness of f to prove that it is unbiased, and so
it is permissible to publish a single hoi e of key on e and for all.
i

i

D IND$-CPA Publi -Key En ryption
We show how to onstru t IND$-CPA publi -key en ryption s hemes from a variety of well-established
ryptographi assumptions.

trapdoor one-way predi ate family P

is a sequen e fPk gk , where ea h Pk is a set
of eÆ iently omputable predi ates p : Dp ! f0; 1g, along with an algorithm G(1k ) that samples
pairs (p;Sp ) uniformly from Pk ; Sp is an algorithm that, on input b (a bit) samples x uniformly
from Dp subje t to p(x) = b. For a PPT A running in time t(k), denote the advantage of A against
P by
AdvP (A;k) =
Pr
[A(x;Sp ) = p(x)℄ :

De nition. A

tp

p;S

(

p

)

G(1 );x D
k

p



De ne the inse urity of P by InSe P (t;k) = maxA2A(t) AdvP (A;k) , where A(t) denotes the
set of all adversaries running in time t(k). We say that P is a trapdoor one-way predi ate family if
for every probabilisti polynomial-time (PPT) A, AdvP (A;k) is negligible in k.
tp

tp

tp

IND$-CPA publi -key en ryption s hemes an be onstru ted from any primitive whi h implies
trapdoor one-way predi ates p with domains Dp satisfying one of the following onditions:

omputationally or statisti ally indistinguishable from f0; 1gpoly (k) : in this ase it follows
dire tly that en rypting the bit b by sampling from p 1 (b) yields an IND$-CPA s heme. The
results of Goldrei h and Levin imply that su h predi ates exist if there exist trapdoor one-way
permutations on f0; 1gk , for example.
{ Dp has an eÆ iently re ognizable, polynomially dense en oding in f0; 1gpoly (k ) ; in this ase,
we let q() denote the polynomial su h that every Dp has density at least 1=q(k). Then to
en rypt a bit b, we draw ` = kq(k) samples d1 ;::: ;d`
Upoly (k); let i be the least i su h
that di 2 Dp ; then transmit d1 ;::: ;di 1 ;p 1 (b);di+1 ;::: ;d` . (This assumption is similar to
the requirement for ommon-domain trapdoor systems used by [6℄, and all (publi ly-known)
publi -key en ryption systems seem to support onstru tion of trapdoor predi ates satisfying
this ondition.)

{

Dp is

Stronger assumptions allow onstru tion of more eÆ ient s hemes. Here we will onstru t
s hemes satisfying IND$-CPA under the following assumptions: trapdoor one-way permutations
on f0; 1gk (Se tion D.1), the RSA assumption (D.2), and the De isional DiÆe-Hellman assumption
(D.3). Noti e that although both of the latter two assumptions imply the former through standard
onstru tions, the standard onstru tions exhibit onsiderable se urity loss whi h an be avoided
by our dire t onstru tions.

D.1 EÆ ient Probabilisti En ryption
The following \EPE" en ryption s heme is des ribed in [11℄, and is a generalization of the proto ol
given by [3℄. When used in onjun tion with a family of trapdoor one-way permutations on domain
f0; 1gk , it is easy to see that the s heme satis es IND$-CPA:

Constru tion 6. (EPE En ryption S heme)
Pro edure En rypt:
Input: plaintext m, trapdoor OWP 
Sample x0 ;r Uk

Pro edure De rypt:
Input: Ciphertext x;r; , trapdoor 
let l = j j, xl = x

Output: xl ;r;b  m

Output:

let l = jmj
for i = 1 ::: l do
set bi = xi 1 r
set xi = f (xi 1 )

1

for i = l ::: 1 do
set xi 1 =  1 (xi )
set bi = xi 1 r

b

IND$-CPA-ness follows by the pseudorandomness of the bit sequen e b1 ;:::
s heme and the fa t that xl is uniformly distributed in f0; 1gk .

;bl generated by the

D.2 RSA-based onstru tion
The RSA fun tion EN;e (x) = xe mod N is a trapdoor one-way permutation family with dense
domains, and an be transformed through standard onstru tions to a trapdoor OWP family on
domain f0; 1gk , but su h transformation in urs a heavy se urity loss. Here we give a dire t appliation of the previous s heme whi h uses Young and Yung's Probabilisti Bias Removal Method
(PBRM) to ensure that xl from the previous s heme is uniformly distributed on f0; 1gk rather than
ZN :

Constru tion 7. (Bias- orre ted RSA-based EPE En ryption S heme)
Pro edure En rypt:
Input: plaintext m; publi key N;e

let k = jN j, l = jmj
repeat:
Sample x0 ZN
for i = 1 ::: l do
set bi = xi 1 mod 2
set xi = xei 1 mod N
sample
U1
until (xl  2k N ) OR = 1
if (x1  2k N ) and = 0 set x0 = x
if (x1  2k N ) and = 1 set x0 = 2k
Output: x0 ;b  m

Pro edure De rypt:
Input: Ciphertext x0 ; ; private key N;d
let l = j j, k = jN j
if (x0 > N ) set xl = x0
else set xl = 2k x0
for i = l ::: 1 do
set xi 1 = xdi mod N
set bi = xi 1 mod 2

Output:

b

x

The IND$-CPA se urity of the s heme follows from the orre tness of PBRM and the fa t that
the least-signi ant bit is a hard ore bit for RSA. Noti e that the expe ted number of repeats in
the en ryption routine is at most 2.

D.3 DDH-based onstru tion

Let E() (), D() () denote the en ryption and de ryption fun tions of a private-key en ryption
s heme satisfying IND$-CPA, keyed by -bit keys, and let   k=3 (private-key IND$-CPA en ryption
s hemes have appeared in the literature; see, for instan e, [13℄). Let Hk be a family of pairwiseindependent hash fun tions h : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1g . We let P be a k-bit prime (so 2k 1 < P < 2k ),
and let P = rQ + 1 where (r;Q) = 1 and Q is also a prime. Let g generate ZP and g^ = gr mod P
generate the unique subgroup of order Q. The se urity of the following s heme follows from the
De isional DiÆe-Hellman assumption, the leftover-hash lemma, and the se urity of (E;D):

Constru tion 8. (ElGamal-based random-bits en ryption)
Pro edure En rypt:
Input: plaintext m; publi key g; g^a ;P
Sample h Hk
repeat:
Sample b ZP 1
until (gb mod P )  2k 1
set K = h((^ga )b mod P )
Output: h; (gb mod P ) mod 2k

1

Pro edure De rypt:
Input: Ciphertext h;s; ; private key a;P;Q
let r = (P 1)=Q
set K = h(sra mod P )
Output: DK ( )

;EK (m)

The se urity proof onsiders two hybrid en ryption s hemes: H1 repla es the value (^ga )b by a
random element of the subgroup of order Q, g^ , and H2 repla es K by a random draw from f0; 1g .
Clearly distinguishing H2 from random bits requires distinguishing some EK (m) from random bits.
The Leftover Hash Lemma gives that the statisti al distan e between H2 and H1 is at most 2  .
Finally, any q-query distinguisher for H1 from the output of En rypt with advantage  an be used
to solve the DDH problem with advantage at least =2q, using the same te hnique from Lemma 2
and a standard hybrid argument.

